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DM10-STUDIO-KIT

DM10 PRO AND STUDIO KITS
The DM10 drum module features 12 trigger inputs, 10477 presett sounds
d bbuilt
ilt ffrom
real samples of drums and cymbals, Dynamic Articulation™, top-panel mixer,
built-in sequencer, and stereo mix input (2x RCA). The DM10 enables USB sound
loading and can be used with software drum modules via USB. The Pro kit includes
(2) 8" and (2) 10" RealHead dual-zone drum pads, 8" kick pad, 12" SURGE hi-hat, 13"
SURGE crash with choke, 16" SURGE ride with choke, and four-post ErgoRack with
boom cymbal arms. The Studio Kit includes RealHead (4) 8" and (1) 10" dual-zone
drum pads, (1) kick, (1) 12" hi-hat, (1) 12" crash, (1) 14" ride, (1) 12" DMPAD cymbal, four-post StageRack with boom cymbal arms. Both kits include a hi-hat pedal,
and interconnection cables. Does not include kick pedal.
ITEM
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
DM10-PRO-KIT ......................5-piece elec. drum kit w/ DM10 brain ............................... 1499.00
DM10-STUDIO-KIT .................6-piece elec. drum kit w/ DM10 brain ................................. 999.00

DM6-KIT

ALESIS DM7 USB
5-PIECE ELECTRONIC
DRUMSET Featuring the
DM7 USB-enabled drum
module with more than
400 stereo sounds in 80
kits, flexible metronome
and learning exercises, record feature, 1/4" line in/
out, and headphones out. Includes 8" triple-zone
snare pad, (3) single-zone 8" pads, kick pad with
stand, 12" ride and crash with choke, 8" hi-hat with
hi-hat control pedal, rack with mounting hardware,
cable snake, power supply, module mount, ToonTrack EZ Drummer Lite software and more. Kick
pedal not included.

DM8-PRO

ITEM
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
DM7-USB-KIT .......5-piece electronic drum kit ..........599.00
DM6 MODULE

ALESIS DM6 USB KIT
DM6 module contains
108 top-notch drum/cymbal/percussion sounds,
15 programmable drum
sets, USB-MIDI output
for use with drum-module software and a 1/8"
mix in. The velocity sensitive pads have realistic and
natural-feeling playing surfaces. Set includes an 8"
dual-zone snare pad, (3) 8" single-zone tom pads,
(3) 12" cymbals, kick pad with stand, single kick pedal, hi-hat pedal, ProRack with mounting hardware,
cable snake, drum key and sticks.

DM8 MODULE
DM7-USB-KIT

ITEM
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
DM8-PRO .............5-piece electronic drum kit ..........799.00

ITEM
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
DM6-KIT .........5-piece electronic drum kit ................499.00

ALESIS PERFORMANCE PAD
PRO MULTIPAD This 8-pad
multi-percussion instrument features over 500 sounds, a 3-part
sequencer for live performance,
loops and sequences. It includes
studio effects, velocity-sensitive
drum pads, large LCD display,
24-bit audio outputs, 5-pin MIDI
output, and 1/8" aux input.

ALESIS PERCPAD Has 4 velocity-sensitive pads, a kick input and high-quality
internal sounds. Mounts to standard
snare stand, tabletop surface, or use the
optional Module Mount. Tune and edit
internal sounds, and assign any sound
to any pad, or to the kick input. Features
1/4" outputs, headphone out, and MIDI
connectivity.

ITEM
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
PERFORMANCEPAD-PRO.......8-pad percussion instrument ...........................................299.00

Follow us!

ALESIS DM8 PRO KIT
Features the DM8 highdefinition drum module with 750 Dynamic
Articulation™ sounds.
It includes (2) 12" RealHead drum pads, (1)
10" RealHead drum pad,
(1) 8" RealHead drum pad, (1) 8" Kick, (1) 16" 3-zone
Ride with choke, (1) 14" Crash with choke, (1) 12" HiHat with RealHat continuous pedal and rack. Throne
and kick pedal not included.

ITEM
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
PERCPAD .................. 4-zone percussion pad/drum module ............................................ 99.00
MODULE-MOUNT........ Mounting plate for percussion modules ........................................ 15.00

We have the largest selection of hard to find items. Call us!
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PEARL EPRO LIVE
They feature real drum shells, real brass cymbals, and real hardware. Includes
10"x6.5", 12"x7" and 14"x8" toms, a 14"x4.5" snare drum, and a 20"x12" bass
drum. Includes real brass or rubber EPC cymbals with 3-zone ride, a crash,
and hi-hats. Also includes e-Rack, cymbal and tom mounts, snare stand, and
hi-hat controller. The r.e.d.box drum module features 128MB RAM and 1000
high definition sounds & kits. Substitute a lush, super high-end drum set for
the original acoustics.
ITEM
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
EPLX-205P/B-MAPLE ..............5-piece kit w/brass cymbals, maple fade ............................3199.00
EPLX-205P/C-MAPLE ..............5-piece kit w/rubber EPC cymbals, maple fade ....................2999.00
FINISH OPTIONS:

ROLAND PM SERIES
PERCUSSION MONITORS
The PM-10 is equipped
with a 30W amplifier and
a 10" 2-way coaxial speaker. Features a line-in for
external CD or MP3 player,
dedicated volume controls
PM10
and built-in 2-band EQ.
PM30
The PM-30 is a 2.1-channel
advanced speaker system with 200W of Class ‘D’ power, a 12" woofer with tweeter,
a pair of 4" mountable satellite speakers and a proprietary DSP engine. Other
features include 3-band EQ and stereo 3-channel mixer.

DDRUM ACOUSTIC DRUM
TRIGGERS Acoustic Pro Triggers
that fit standard drum rim hoops;
the snare trigger adds a separate
sensor for the rim. The DRT trigger adds a second trigger element with a switching system
for uninterrupted performance.
The Red Shot Trigger is the low
cost alternative and mounts to
the hoop with a standard tension
rod. The d1M drum module is a
control center for your triggers
with 50 editable onboard kits. It
has (9) 1/4" inputs, Aux in, headphone jack, metronome, and MIDI out.
ITEM
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
ACOUSTIC-PRO-TOM ........Tom drum trigger w/ XLR connector ............................................39.00
ACOUSTIC-PRO-SNARE ....Snare drum trigger w/ XLR connector..........................................59.00
ACOUSTIC-PRO-KICK........Kick trigger w/ XLR connector ......................................................59.00
DRT-TOM...........................Dual Redundant Triggers for toms, XLR connector .....................59.00
DRT-SNARE .......................Dual Redundant Triggers for snare drum, XLR connector ...........79.00
DRT-KICK ..........................Dual Redundant Triggers for kick drum, XLR connector .............79.00
REDSHOT-S/T ....................Snare/Tom drum trigger w/ 1/4" connector .................................19.00
REDSHOT-KICK .................Kick drum trigger w/ 1/4" connector............................................24.00
DD1-MODULE ....................DD1 electronic drum module, 1/4" inputs .................................199.00
DD1M-RS-KIT ...................DD1 module, 4 Redshot Snare/Tom
trigger, 1 Redshot kick trigger..................................................299.00

ITEM
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
PM10......................... Personal monitor amplifier, 30W .....................................................CALL
PM30......................... 2.1-channel drum monitoring system, 200W ..................................CALL

ROLAND SPD-30 OCTAPAD
It’s packed with new percussion sounds from around the
world, plus 30 types of multieffects. It has 4 dual-trigger
inputs plus hi-hat controller
for adding pads to create a
mini kit, or for accepting triggers from acoustic drums.
The Phrase Loop function
records your playing in real time and overdubs up to 3 layers. It has USB connectivity for MIDI and memory storage.
ITEM
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
SPD30 ....................... Drum pads with integrated sounds/recorder ...................................CALL

NEW!

KORG WAVEDRUM Features
a naturally responding real
drumhead that can be used
with brushes, sticks, mallets or
even your hands. It contains 200
sounds with velocity-switching
capabilities. Sounds include traditional pop/rock drum sounds such as snares, kick drums, and toms, ethnic
percussion instruments, and even stringed instruments like the sitar, koto and
berimbau. Practice along with 100 loop phrases from various musical genres. 1/4"
unbalanced L/R outs, 1/8" stereo in (AUX), and 1/8" headphone out.

ROLAND SPD-SX SAMPLING PAD
The new SPD-SX Pad puts powerful sampling under your sticks with innovative
audio capturing and multi-effects. It fits
well in the studio, or as part of your
drum kit or DJ rig. The SPD-SX has 2GB
of internal memory allowing for 360 minutes of mono sampling, 9 velocity sensitive rubber pads, 3 effects engines with
2 real-time control knobs, USB for mass
storage and another for audio/MIDI, a
large backlit LCD, and balanced 1/4" I/O.

ITEM
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
WAVEDRUM ............... Dynamic percussion synthesizer.................................................. 599.00

ITEM
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
SPD-SX...................... Sampling drum pad ........................................................................CALL

Quick Purchase: 800-476-9886
M-F: 8:30-5:30 CST

FULLCOMPASS.COM

Full Service: 800-356-5844
M-F: 9:00-5:30 CST
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TD-12K-S V-STAGE® KIT
Features mesh heads, TD-12 sound module with
many of the same quality sounds as the TD-20.
Twelve trigger inputs are provided plus 4 audio
outputs and MIDI I/O. The kit includes (1) TD-12 PPercussion
i soundd module,
d l
(2) PD-105BK dual zone mesh pads (snare, floor tom), (2) PD-85BK dual
zone mesh pads (tom 1, tom 2), (1) KD-120BK mesh kick pad, (3) CY-12R/C
cymbal pads with 3-way ride triggering capabilities. The kit features the
VH-11 Hi-Hat, and includes the DW 5000 series hi-hat stand, single kick
pedal, and drum throne.
ITEM
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
TD12KX-S ....................... 5-piece electronic drum kit .............................................. CALL

TD-9X MODULE

TD-20X MODULE
TD20SX

TD9KX2-S

ROLAND TD20SX
V PRO® SERIES
Features industrial
brushed metal VPads, V-Hi-Hat, enlarged V-Kick, silver
colored V-Cymbals
and chrome drum
rack. The TD-20X
drum module is loaded with hundreds of expressive sounds and provides a
feature set based on Roland’s famous TD-20 and TDW-20. The pads feature a
custom covering system (interchangeable shell-wraps for V-Kick and V-Pads).
Includes a VH-12-SV V-Hi-Hat, (2) CY-14C-SV V-Cymbal Crashes, CY-15R-SV VCymbal Ride, (2) PD-125X V-Pads, PD-125XS V-Pad (Snare), (2) PD-105X V-Pads,
KD-140 V-Kick, rack, clamps and arms, and TD-20X module mounting hardware.
Kick Pedal, Snare Stand and Hi-Hat Stand are not included.
ITEM
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
TD20SX..................................Brushed-metal drum kit ...................................................... CALL

TD 9KX2
TD-9KX2
KX
X2 V
V-TOUR
TO ®
TOUR
TO
KIT Features the TD-9
advanced sound engine
with 30 new kick and
snare sounds, expanded
memory to 99 kits, realaudio songs and patterns, scope function
with LCD display, and
USB host for audiofile
(WAV) playback. Includes (1) PD-105BK Mesh Pad, (3) PD-85BK Mesh Pads, (1)
KD-9 Kick Trigger Pad, (1) CY-12C Cymbal Pad, (1) CY-13R Cymbal Pad, (1) VH-11
Hi-Hat, and sturdy drum rack (MDS-9). Comes with a DW 3000 series kick pedal,
hi-hat stand and throne. Required cabling is included.
ITEM
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
TD9KX2-S ..............................5-piece elec drum kit........................................................... CALL
TD9K2-S ................................5-piece elec drum kit w/ PDX pads, CY5 Hi-Hat pad ........... CALL

KD9

TD4KX2-S

CY12C

ROLAND V-DRUMS® ACCESSORIES
TD4 MODULE

TD-4 V-COMPACT® SERIES Kit includes the TD-4
Percussion Sound Module
featuring 125 instruments,
25 drum kits, Quick Record
function, a Mix In with a
1/8" mini jack input, coach
mode, and tempo check.
Includes (1) PDX-8 meshhead snare, 1 (KD-9) cloth-head Kick Pad, (2) PDX-8 Mesh Pads (Snare, Tom
3), (2) PDX-6 Mesh Pads (Tom 1, Tom 2), (1) CY-12C V-Cymbal Pad, (1) CY-13R
V-Cymbal Pad, (1) CY-5 dual trigger cymbal pad, (1) FD-8 hi-hat control pedal, and
(1) MDS-4 drum set rack w/ clamps and arms. The TD4KX2-S includes a DW 3000
series kick pedal and throne.
ITEM
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
TD4KX2-S .................. 5-piece electronic drum kit .............................................................CALL
TD4K2-S .................... 5-piece electronic drum kit w/ rubber tom pads (PD8) ...................CALL

Follow us!

ITEM
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
Cymbals
CY5 ......................12" V-Cymbal Crash dual-trigger, front playing zone ..........................CALL
CY8 ......................12" V-Cymbal Crash dual-trigger, front playing zone w/choke ............CALL
CY12C ..................12" V-Cymbal crash dual-trigger .........................................................CALL
CY12R/C-C ...........12" V-Cymbal Ride/Crash 3-way trigger ..............................................CALL
CY13R ..................13" V-Cymbal Ride w/ 3-way trigger....................................................CALL
CY14C ..................14" V-Cymbal Crash w/ dual-trigger and choke ..................................CALL
CY15R ..................15" V-Cymbal Ride w/ dual-trigger......................................................CALL
VH11 ....................V-Hi-Hat (requires standard Hi-Hat stand)..........................................CALL
VH12 ....................V-Hi-Hat (requires standard Hi-Hat stand)..........................................CALL
Pads and Pedals
FD8 ......................Hi-Hat Control Pedal ............................................................................CALL
KD85BK ................8" V-Kick Trigger, black .......................................................................CALL
KD9 ......................Kick Trigger mesh Pad .........................................................................CALL
KD120BK ..............12" V-Kick Trigger, black .....................................................................CALL
KD140 ..................14" V-Kick Trigger ................................................................................CALL
PDX6 ....................8" dual-trigger mesh V-Pad .................................................................CALL
PDX8 ....................10" dual-trigger mesh V-Pad ...............................................................CALL
PD8 ......................8" dual-trigger rubber Pad...................................................................CALL
PD85BK ................8" dual-trigger mesh V-Pad, black ......................................................CALL
PD105BK ..............10" dual-trigger mesh V-Pad, black ....................................................CALL
PD125BK ..............12" dual-trigger mesh V-Pad, black ....................................................CALL
PD125X ................12" dual-trigger mesh V-Pad ...............................................................CALL
PD125XS ..............12" dual-trigger mesh V-Pad (snare) ..................................................CALL

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. Call today or visit us online!
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YAMAHA DTX900 SERIES
This series features DTX-PADs with different stick
response/rebound from snare and toms, and threezone choke-able cymbals. The DTX900 drum module
allows importing and layering of over 1,115 drum, percussion and effect voices. Both models feature the
12" XP120S snare pad, matte chrome finished hoops, shock-absorbing mounts,
kick pad with reinforced head, USB connectivity and hi-hat pad with HS740A
stand. The 5-piece DTX900K features aluminum RS130 rack system and three
XP100T 10" tom pads. The 6-piece DTX950K features the HexRack system, two
XP100T 10" tom pads and two XP120T 12" floor tom pads.
ITEM
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
DTX900K.................... 5-piece electronic drum system ............................................. CALL
DTX950K.................... 6-piece electronic drum system w/ HexRack .......................... CALL

DTX500 MODULE

DTX700 MODULE

DTX700K
DTX500K

DTX700K SERIES
ELECTRONIC DRUM
KITS The DTX700K
features all DTX Pads
(3) XP70 toms and a
XP80 snare, RHH135 hi
hat controller, (2) large
three-zone PCY135 cymbals, new RS500 compact rack system, and 64MB flash memory for loading your own samples. Features
the DTX700 module with 1,267 drum sounds offering 60 user editable drum kits,
digital signal processing, and comprehensive training functions including groove
check, practice songs and easy to use MIDI recording. Comes with Cubase AI.
ITEM
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
DTX700K...............5-piece electronic drum kit, (2) cymbals & hi-hats .............................. CALL
DTX750K ................ 5-piece elec kit w/ larger pads & rack, (3) cymbals & hi-hats.....................CALL

DT500K ELECTRONIC
DRUM KIT 5-piece pad
configuration with newly
designed sound module featuring 427 realistic sounds.
Features an AUX in jack,
groove check and rhythm
gate functions for developing your timing and feel. Kit
consists of the DTLK9 pad
set – (2) cymbal pads, (5)
drum pads and kick pad,
FP6110A kick pedal, hi-hat
controller pedal, RS40 rack system, and DTX500 module.
ITEM
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
DTX500K................................5-piece electronic drum kit.................................................. CALL
KP65

YAMAHA E-DRUM ACCESSORIES
DTX500 MODULE
DTX520K

DTX500
SERIES
ELECTRONIC DRUM
KITS The DTX500 module includes 427 high
quality sounds, and
also offers comprehensive training functions
including groove check,
practice songs and easy
to use MIDI recording.
The DTX520K features a DTX XP80 snare, (3) TP65 single zone tom pads, (2)
PCY100 newly designed crash/hi-hat pads, a large PCY135 three-zone ride cymbal, rack system and hi-hat trigger pedal. The DTX530K kit is the same as above
but features the RH135 hi-hat controller, and larger three-zone crash cymbal
(PCY135). The DTX560K is the same as the DTX530K but upgrades to XP70 tom
pads and the new RS500 rack system.
ITEM
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
DTX520K.....................5-piece electronic kit ......................................................................CALL
DTX530K.....................As above w/ larger crash and RH135 hi-hat controller...................CALL
DTX560K.....................As above w/ (3) DTX tom pads........................................................CALL
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ITEM
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
XP120T
CYAT65 ........... Cymbal pad attachment (straight)....................................................................CALL
CYAT150 ......... Electronic cymbal pad attachment (boom-arm) ...............................................CALL
PCY65............. Single-zone electronic cymbal pad, includes stereo cable................................CALL
PCY65S........... 2-zone electronic cymbal pad, includes stereo cable........................................CALL
PCY135........... 13" 3-zone elec. cymbal pad for DTXTREMEIII, includes stereo cable ..............CALL
PCY155........... 15" 3-zone elec. cymbal pad for DTXTREMEIII, includes stereo cable ..............CALL
TP65 ............... Single-zone electronic tom pad, includes stereo cable .....................................CALL
TP65S ............. 3-zone electronic tom pad, includes stereo cable .............................................CALL
XP70 ............... 7" electronic TCS DTX-PAD tom; includes stereo cable .....................................CALL
XP80 ............... 3-zone 8" electronic TCS DTX-PAD; includes stereo cable ................................CALL
XP100T ........... 3-zone 10" electronic TCS DTX-PAD tom, includes stereo cable .......................CALL
XP120T ........... 3-zone 12" electronic TCS DTX-PAD tom, includes stereo cable .......................CALL
XP100SD......... 3-zone 10" electronic TCS DTX-PAD snare, includes stereo cable ....................CALL
XP120SD......... 3-zone 12" electronic TCS DTX-PAD snare, includes stereo cable ....................CALL
KP65 ............... Elec. kick tower pad accommodates 2 beaters, includes stereo cable.............CALL
KP125W .......... White elec. kick tower pad for DTX900 series, includes stereo cable ...............CALL
HH65............... Electronic hi-hat controller for DTXPLORER.......................................................CALL
RHH135 .......... Electronic hi-hat controller for DTX900K/DTX950K............................................CALL
RS85A ............. Assembled rack system for DTX550K.................................................................CALL
RS500 ............. Assembled rack system for DTX520SP,
520K, 530K, 560SP, 560K, 700SP, 700K ...........................................................CALL
RS700 ............. Assembled rack system for DTX750K.................................................................CALL
DTX500 ........... Drum trigger module for any 500 series ............................................................CALL
DTX700 ........... Drum trigger module for any 700 series ............................................................CALL
DTX900 ........... Drum trigger module for any 900 series ............................................................CALL
Pad Sets
DTLK9 ............. DTXPLORER: KP65, TP65 (5), PCY65 (2), HH65, FP-6110 .................................CALL
DTP520P......... Pad set for DTX520K, 520SP, 530K: XP80, TP65 (3), KP65 ...............................CALL
DTP700P......... Pad set for DTX700K, 560SP, 560K, 700SP: XP80, XP70 (3), KP65 ..................CALL
DTP750P......... Pad set for DTX750K: XP100SD, KP65, XP80 (3), SS662...................................CALL

Download your FREE Parts Catalog today! Visit fullcompass.com

